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Abstract
For nearly two decades, CAPTCHAS have been widely used
as a means of protection against bots. As their use grew,
techniques to defeat or bypass them continued to improve,
while, CAPTCHAS evolved in terms of sophistication and di-
versity, becoming increasingly difficult to solve for both bots
(machines) and humans. Given this long-standing and still-
ongoing arms race, it is both timely and important to investi-
gate the user burden of solving current CAPTCHAS, and how
they are perceived by users.

This work [27] explores CAPTCHAS in the wild by evaluat-
ing solving performance and user perceptions of unmodified
currently-deployed CAPTCHAS. We obtain this data through
manual inspection of popular websites and a large-scale user
study wherein 1,400 participants collectively solved 14,000
CAPTCHAS. Results show significant differences between
most popular types of CAPTCHAS: surprisingly, solving time
and user perception are not always correlated. We performed
a comparative analysis of effects of experimental context, fo-
cusing on the difference between solving CAPTCHAS directly
as opposed to solving them as part of a more natural task,
such as account creation. While there were several potential
confounding factors, results show that experimental context
might impact this task, and must be taken into account in
future CAPTCHA studies. Finally, we investigated CAPTCHA-
induced user task abandonment by analyzing sessions where
participants began, and did not complete, the task.

1 Introduction

Bots pose significant challenges for, and dangers to, many
website operators and service providers. Masquerading as
legitimate human users, they are often programmed to scrape
content, create accounts, post fake comments or reviews, con-
sume scarce resources (e.g., tickets or reservations), or gener-
ally (ab)use other website functionality intended for human
use [10, 20]. If left unchecked, bots can perform these ne-
farious actions at scale. CAPTCHAS are a widely-deployed

defense mechanism that attempts to prevent bots from interact-
ing with websites by forcing each (purported) user to perform
a task that usually involves responding to a challenge [2].
Ideally, the task should be straightforward for humans, yet
difficult for machines [35].

Earliest CAPTCHAS asked users to transcribe random dis-
torted text from an image. However, advances in computer
vision and machine learning have dramatically increased abil-
ity of bots to recognize distorted text [13,17,37], and, by 2014,
automated tools achieved > 99% accuracy [16,29]. Some bot
operators outsource solving to so-called CAPTCHA farms –
sweatshop-like operations where humans are paid to solve
CAPTCHAS [24] in real time.

In response, CAPTCHA technology evolved significantly
over the years. Popular current CAPTCHA tasks include object
recognition (e.g., “select squares with...”), parsing distorted
text, puzzle solving (e.g., “slide the block...”), and user behav-
ior analysis [16, 29]. It is therefore critical to understand and
quantify how long users take to solve current CAPTCHAS, and
how CAPTCHAS are perceived by users.

Several prior research efforts explored CAPTCHA solving
times, e.g., [5, 8, 12, 15, 25, 34]. For example, over a decade
ago, Bursztein et al. [8] performed a large-scale user study,
with > 1,100 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) [1] as well as CAPTCHA farms. Results showed that
CAPTCHAS were often more difficult, or took longer to solve,
than expected. There was a loose correlation between time-to-
annoyance and abandonment, with higher abandonment rates
observed for CAPTCHAS that took longer to solve. The same
study also showed several demographic trends, e.g., users out-
side the US typically took longer to solve English-language
CAPTCHAS. However, since the study from Bursztein et
al. [?], the CAPTCHA ecosystem changed substantially: new
CAPTCHA types emerged, input methods evolved, and Web
use boomed.

Building upon, and complementing, prior work, this effort
evaluates CAPTCHAS in the wild – specifically, solving times
and user perceptions of unmodified (i.e., not re-implemented)
currently-deployed CAPTCHA types. The first phase innvolved
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Table 1: Summary of research questions and main findings.

Findings supporting prior work Findings contradicting prior work New findings on CAPTCHAS

RQ1: How fast users solve differ-
ent types of CAPTCHAS?

Solving time across CAPTCHA types
has a large degree of variance. [5, 8,
12]

Humans are slower than bots at solv-
ing CAPTCHAS.

RQ2: What CAPTCHA types do
users prefer?

Solving time is not correlated with
user preference. [12, 21, 33]

RQ3: Does experimental context
affect solving time?

Solving time is heavily influenced
by experimental context, with differ-
ences in means up to 57.5%.

RQ4: Do demographics affect solv-
ing time?

Age has an effect on solving time.
[8]

Self-reported education level does
not correlate with solving time. [8]

RQ5: Does experimental context
influence abandonment?

High abandonment rates observed in
CAPTCHA user studies. [8]

Experimental context directly affects
the rate of abandonment.

a manual inspection of 200 popular websites, based on Alexa
top websites list, in order to ascertain: (1) how many web-
sites use CAPTCHAS, and (2) what types of CAPTCHAS they
use. Next, a 1,000-participant user study was conducted us-
ing Amazon MTurk, wherein each participant was required
to solve 10 different types of CAPTCHAS. Collected informa-
tion included CAPTCHA solving times, relative preferences
for CAPTCHA types, kinds of devices used, and certain demo-
graphic information.

One notable aspect of the user study is measuring the im-
pact of experimental context on CAPTCHA solving times. Half
of the participants were directly asked to solve CAPTCHAS,
while the other half were asked to create accounts, which
involved solving CAPTCHAS as part of the task. The latter
setting was designed to measure CAPTCHA solving times in
the context of a typical web activity.

One inherent limitation of any user study, especially when
using MTurk, is the inability of ensuring that all participants
who begin the task will actually complete it. Thus, all our
results should be interpreted as referring to users who were
willing to solve CAPTCHAS, rather than users in general.

Having observed that some participants began, though did
not complete, the study, we conducted a secondary MTurk
study in order to quantify how many users abandon their in-
tended web activity when confronted with various types of
CAPTCHAS. We believe that CAPTCHA-induced user aban-
donment is an important – yet understudied – consideration,
since every abandoned task (e.g., purchase, search, or account
creation) represents a potential loss for the website.

2 Results & Analysis

We now present user study results. Note that, unless indicated
otherwise, results are based on the full set of participants.

2.1 Solving times

Recall RQ1: How long do human users take to solve differ-
ent types of CAPTCHAS? Figure 1 shows the distribution of
solving times for each CAPTCHA type. We observed a few
extreme outliers where the participant likely switched to an-
other task before returning to the study. Therefore we filtered
out the highest 50 solving times per CAPTCHA type, out of
1,000 total.

For reCAPTCHA, selection between image- or click-based
tasks is made dynamically by Google. While we know that
85% (easy) and 71% (hard) of participants were shown (re-
spectively) only a click-based CAPTCHA, the exact task-to-
participant mapping is not revealed to website operators. We
therefore assume that slowest solving times correspond to
image-based tasks since they have to have involved both a
click-based task and an image-based task. After disambigua-
tion, click-based reCAPTCHA had the lowest median solving
time at 3.7 seconds. Curiously, there was little difference
between easy and difficult settings.

The next lowest median solving time were for distorted text
CAPTCHAS. As expected, simple distorted text CAPTCHAS
were solved the fastest. Masked and moving versions had
very similar, though higher, solving times. For hCAPTCHA,
there is a clear distinction between easy and difficult set-
tings. The latter consistently served either a harder image-
based task or increased the number of rounds. However, for
both settings, fastest solving times are similar to those of re-
CAPTCHA and distorted text. Finally, game-based and slider-
based CAPTCHAS generally yielded higher median solving
times, though some participants still solved these relatively
quickly, e.g., in < 10 seconds.

With the exception of reCAPTCHA (click) and distorted
text, solving times exhibit relatively high variance. Some
variance is expected, especially, since these results encompass
all input modalities across both direct and contextualized
settings. However, relative differences in variances indicate
that, while some types of CAPTCHAS are consistently solved
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Figure 1: Solving times for various types of CAPTCHAS.
Boxes show the middle 50% of participants, and whiskers
show the filtered range. Black vertical lines show the median.

quickly, most have a range of solving times across the user
population.

2.2 Preferences analysis

We now switch to RQ2: What CAPTCHA types do users
prefer? Figure 2 shows participants’ CAPTCHA preference
responses after completing solving tasks. CAPTCHA types
are sorted from most to least preferred by overall preference
score, which is computed by summing numeric scores. Since
easy and difficult settings of hCAPTCHA are visually indistin-
guishable, we could only ask participants for one preference.

As expected, participants tend to prefer CAPTCHAS with
faster solving times. For example, reCAPTCHA (click) has
the lowest median solving time and the highest user pref-
erence. However, surprisingly, this trend does not hold for
game-based and slider-based CAPTCHAS, since they received
some of the highest preference scores, even though they typi-
cally took longer than other types. This suggests that factors
beyond solving time might contribute to participants’ pref-
erence scores. Notably, no single CAPTCHA type is either
universally liked or disliked. For example, even the top-rated
click-based reCAPTCHA, was rated 1 or 2 out of 5 by 18.9%
of participants. Similarly, over 31.0% rated hCAPTCHA 4 or
5, although it had the lowest overall preference score.
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Figure 2: Participant-reported preference scores for different
types of CAPTCHAS, sorted from highest to lowest.

2.3 Direct vs. contextualized setting

We now consider RQ3: Does experimental context affect solv-
ing time? Figure 3 shows histograms of CAPTCHA solving
times for participants in the direct vs. contextualized settings.
In every case except one, the mean solving time is lower in
the direct setting. In most cases, the distribution from the con-
textualized setting has more participants with longer solving
times, i.e., a longer tail.

The largest statistically significant difference is in re-
CAPTCHA (easy click), where the mean solving time grows
by 1.8 seconds (57.5%). Second is Arkose (rotation), where it
grows by 10 seconds (56.1%). Across all CAPTCHA types, the
average increase from direct to contextualized is 26.7%. Sim-
ilarly, the mean solving time for reCAPTCHA (easy image)
increased by 63.6% in the contextualized setting, showing the
largest increase. However that is not statistically significant.
This is likely due to the skew of participants in direct and
contextualized versions receiving image-challenges, which is
controlled by Google. Easy images were shown to 8.9% of
contextualized and 17.2% of direct setting participants, while
hard images were shown to 25.5% and 30% respectively, re-
sulting in different population sizes.

On the other hand, hCAPTCHA (difficult), which has the
highest median solving time overall, showed no significant
difference in mean solving time between direct and contex-
tualized settings. This may be attributable to the difficulty
of solving this type of CAPTCHA, regardless of the setting.
Results of Kruskal-Wallis tests confirm that there are statis-
tically significant differences in mean solving times for all
CAPTCHA types (p < 0.001) except Geetest, reCAPTCHA
(image) and hCAPTCHA (difficult).
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Figure 3: CAPTCHA solving times for direct (D) vs. contextualized (C) user study settings. Horizontal axis shows solving time in
seconds, quantized into one-second buckets, and vertical axis shows number of participants.
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Figure 4: Effects of age in CAPTCHA solving time. Horizontal axis shows age and vertical axis shows solving time. Red line
shows linear fit of data points and green line shows average solving time per age.

While there were several potential confounding factors in
our study, results suggest that experimental context can sig-
nificantly impact solving times, and must therefore be taken
into account in the design of future user studies.

2.4 Effects of age

Next, we turn to RQ4: Do demographics affect solving time?
The only statistically significant results we observed are re-
lated to age. Figure 4 shows its effect on solving time. The
green line is the average solving time for each age, and the
red line is a linear fit minimizing mean square error. For all
types, except reCAPTCHA (easy image), there is a trend of
younger participants having lower average solving times. This

agrees with prior results [8] and is especially noticeable in
hCAPTCHA, Arkose (selection), and Geetest.

2.5 Accuracy of CAPTCHAS

Table 2 contrasts our participants’ solving times and accu-
racy against those of automated bots reported in the literature.
Interestingly, these results suggest that bots can outperform
humans, both in terms of solving time and accuracy, across all
CAPTCHA types. Our use unmodified real-world CAPTCHAS
means that we only have accuracy results for a subset of
CAPTCHA types, e.g., neither Geetest nor Arkose provide ac-
curacy information. For the same reason, our accuracy results
also include participants who only partially completed the
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study.
reCAPTCHA: Accuracy of image classification was 81%

and 81.7% for easy and hard settings, respectively. Surpris-
ingly, the difficulty seems not to impact accuracy.

hCAPTCHA: Accuracy was 81.4% and 70.6% for easy
and hard settings, respectively. This shows that, unlike re-
CAPTCHA, the difficulty has a direct impact on accuracy.

Distorted Text: We evaluated agreement among partic-
ipants as a proxy for accuracy. Since each CAPTCHA was
served to three distinct participants, we measured agreement
between any two or more of them. We also observed that
agreement increases dramatically (20% on average) if re-
sponses are treated as case insensitive, as shown in Table 3.

Table 2: Humans vs. bot solving time (seconds) and accuracy
(percentage) for different CAPTCHA types.

Human Bot

CAPTCHA Type Time Accuracy Time Accuracy

reCAPTCHA (click) 3.1-4.9 71-85% 1.4 [30] 100% [30]

Geetest 28-30 N/A 5.3 [36] 96% [36]

Arkose 18-42 N/A N/A N/A

Distorted Text 9-15.3 50-84% <1 [38] 99.8% [16]

reCAPTCHA (image) 15-26 81% 17.5 [19] 85% [19]

hCAPTCHA 18-32 71-81% 14.9 [18] 98% [18]

Table 3: Agreement for distorted text CAPTCHAS.

Average Agreement Average Agreement (case insensitive)

Simple 84% 93%
Masked 50% 73%
Moving 62% 90%

Total 65% 85%

2.6 Measuring User Abandonment
Finally, we focus on RQ5: Does experimental context in-
fluence abandonment? We observed that the number of
CAPTCHAS solved exceeded what would be expected, based
on the number of participants who completed the study. We
hypothesize that this was due to participants starting, yet
not completing, the task. To assess this behavior, we con-
ducted a second user study that collected timestamps be-
tween CAPTCHAS, regardless of whether the entire task was
completed. We measured: (1) how many participants started
the task; (2) how many abandoned the task when solving a
CAPTCHA; and (3) if so, at which task and CAPTCHA.

This second study consisted of four groups, each with 100
unique participants. Two groups were presented with the di-
rect, and another two with the contextualized, setting. We
hypothesize that the amount of compensation might also im-

pact abandonment. To this end, we doubled the compensation
for one group in each setting. The studies were run sequen-
tially to avoid prospective participants simply picking the
higher-paying study.

Out of 574 participants who started the study, 174 aban-
doned prior to completion, corresponding to 30% abandon-
ment rate. Several observations can be made: First, in the
direct setting, 25% of the participants who ultimately aban-
doned the study did so before solving the first CAPTCHA;
this rose to nearly 50% in the contextualized setting. Second,
doubling the pay halved the abandonment rate for the con-
textualized setting (as expected), though increased it by 50%
in the direct setting. Third, participants in the contextualized
setting were 120% more likely to abandon than those in the
direct setting. Fourth, in the contextualized setting, partic-
ipants at the higher compensation level solved CAPTCHAS
faster than those at the lower compensation level: 21.5% de-
crease in average solving time across all CAPTCHA types.
Interestingly, in the direct setting, participants at the higher
compensation level solved CAPTCHAS slower than those at
the lower compensation level: 27.4% increase in average solv-
ing time across all CAPTCHA types. Finally, some CAPTCHA
types (e.g., Geetest) exhibited higher rates of abandonment
than others.

This initial investigation strongly motivates further ex-
ploration of CAPTCHA-induced abandonment. Although we
studied the impact of compensation and experimental con-
text, there may be other reasons for abandonment, such as:
CAPTCHA type, CAPTCHA difficulty, and expected duration of
study. Nevertheless, the trend of average users’ unwillingness
to solve a CAPTCHA during account creation (even for mon-
etary compensation) is a relevant finding for websites that
choose to protect account creation (and/or account access)
using CAPTCHAS.

2.7 Security
Table 2 shows a comparison of our results to prior security
analyses. Automated attacks on various CAPTCHA schemes
have been quite successful [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22,
23, 26, 28, 30–32, 36, 38]. accuracy of bots ranges from 85%
to 100%, with the majority > 96%.

This substantially exceeds observed human accuracy range:
50−85%. Furthermore bots’ solving times are significantly
lower in all cases, except reCAPTCHA (image), where hu-
man solving time (18 seconds) is similar to that of bots’ –
17.5 seconds. However, in the contextualized setting, human
solving time rises to 22 seconds, indicating that in this more
natural setting, humans are slightly slower than bots.

3 Discussion

Based on results discussed above, we identify several key
discussion points. First, the term CAPTCHA: Completely Au-
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tomated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans
Apart, has become a misnomer for two key reasons:

• Computer attacks and human inputs have become virtu-
ally indistinguishable.

• Popular current schemes using behavioral analysis use
a black box (i.e., not public) approach to identifying
suspected bot activity.

The heart of the Turing test is the imitation game, where a
human judge would evaluate a natural language conversation
between a human and a computer, without knowing which
is which. If the judge can not distinguish among them, the
computer is considered to have achieved a level of human
intelligence. The main difference in CAPTCHAS is that the
judge is a computer. This creates an entirely new problem:
Can a computer judge distinguish the difference between a
live human and a replayed recording of a human when all
related data is digital in form?

In light of recent advances in bot technology and the conse-
quent ease of attacks [3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 26,
28, 30–32, 36, 38]: Image, Text, Game, Slider and Behavioral
CAPTCHAS can no longer distinguish between live humans
and bots. Therefore, to protect against bot activity at this day
and age, there are only two options:

• Complicate CAPTCHAS even further, thus increasing user
friction (i.e., annoyance and burden) without any con-
crete security guarantees.

OR
• Deprecate all Image, Text, Game, Slider and, Behavioral

CAPTCHAS, and invent new means of distinguishing
among human and bot activity, especially, for high-value
tasks, such as account creation and scarce resource con-
sumption, e.g., tickets, reservations, etc.
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